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Abstract
Only two enzymes are capable of directly reducing CO2: the CO dehydrogenase, which produces
CO at a [NiFe4S4] active site, and the formate dehydrogenase, which produces formate at a
mononuclear W or Mo active site. Both metalloenzymes are very rapid, energy-efficient and
specific in terms of product. They have been connected to electrodes with two different objectives.
A series of studies used protein film electrochemistry to learn about different aspects of the
mechanism of these enzymes (reactivity with substrates, inhibitors…). Another series focused on
taking advantage of the catalytic performance of these enzymes to build biotechnological devices,
from CO2-reducing electrodes to full photochemical devices performing artificial photosynthesis.
Here, we review all these works.
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Introduction

The assimilation of carbon is a central process in biology, since the carbon of living organisms
originates from the biological fixation of CO2. There are at least six pathways for the assimilation of
carbon[2,3], among which the most important in terms of biomass production is the Calvin cycle,
featuring the Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase-oxygenase (Rubisco), which catalyzes the
(non-redox) carboxylation of ribulose[4], as the entry point of CO2. Most of these pathways are
cyclic, featuring core carbon compounds of small size that get carboxylated, reduced, and
eventually split back into the original compounds. Some of these carboxylations are reductive
carboxylations, like in the case of the reaction catalyzed by pyruvate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase,
which produces pyruvate from acetyl-CoA and CO2.[5,6] Only two enzymes are known to catalyze
the direct reduction of CO2: CO dehydrogenase (CODH), which catalyzes the reduction of CO2 to
CO:

CO2 + 2e- + 2H+⇔ CO + H2O

and formate dehydrogenase (FDH), which catalyzes the reduction of CO2 to formate:
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CO2 + 2e- + H+⇔ HCOO-

Both of them participate in the Wood-Ljungdahl pathway, a major CO2 fixation pathway in
anaerobic organisms[7], which is linear rather than cyclic.

CODH and FDH have attracted considerable interest in the past decades, owing to their
outstanding catalytic performance. Both enzymes function “reversibly”[8,9], which means that they
catalyze their respective reactions at high rates even when very small thermodynamic driving
forces are applied[10]. This makes them very attractive in the context of energy storage, in which
energy efficiency is a fundamental requirement. They are also very active, with turnover rates of up
to 4×104 s-1 reported for CODH[11]. Finally, they are very specific in terms of product: while
man-made catalysts tend to produce a mixture of reduced carbon compounds (CO, formate,
oxalate, etc...) and even H2, FDH and CODH give no by-products. It is thought that these enzymes
could help us store energy in the form of carbonaceous fuels[6], either by studying them to
understand the origin of their performance, or by directly using them as catalysts.

Perhaps the most intuitive way to study or use redox enzymes is by connecting them to
electrodes, driving the reactions in one direction or the other by applying appropriate electrode
potentials. The use of electrochemical techniques to study the mechanism of immobilized redox
enzymes is known as Protein Film Electrochemistry (PFE), which consists in measuring the
catalytic current, proportional to the turnover rate, and interpreting its variations as a function of
experimental conditions[10,12–15].This approach has been used to study the effect of inhibitors, redox
inactivation/reactivation, and the catalytic mechanism itself. The articles reporting on
electrochemical studies involving CODH or FDH can therefore be separated in two categories: on
one hand, some PFE studies take advantage of the direct connection between the electrode and
the enzyme to learn more about the enzyme, and to better understand the origins of their catalytic
properties. On the other hand, the enzymes are directly used in biotechnological devices for the
reduction of CO2. In the present manuscript, we review both types of studies.

CO dehydrogenases
CO dehydrogenases are metallozenzymes that catalyze the oxidation of CO to CO2. This function
regroups two classes of phylogenetically unrelated enzymes. The first one, called the MoCu
CODH, is found in aerobic carboxydotrophic bacteria. They are characterized by an active site
containing both molybdenum and copper; they belong to the same superfamily of
molybdenum/tungsten enzymes as the formate dehydrogenase[16,17]. They only catalyze the
oxidation of CO, not the reverse reaction, and they have not been studied using electrochemical
techniques so far.

The second class is that of the nickel CODHs, which catalyze the bidirectional and reversible[10]

reduction of CO2 to CO at a [NiFe4S4] active site[18]. Most of the Ni CODHs characterized so far
(and all of those that have been connected to an electrode) present an overall structure
resembling that of Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans (Ch) CODH II, shown in figure 1 (left).
The structure is a homodimer containing a total of 5 metallic clusters: two B clusters, which are
classical [4Fe4S] clusters; two C clusters, which are the [NiFe4S4] active sites; and a single D
cluster located at the interface between the two monomers, which can either be a [4Fe4S] or a
[2Fe2S] cluster[19–21]. CODHs are sometimes associated with an acetyl-CoA synthase subunit
(ACS) to form a bifunctional ACS/CODH complex, which can reduce CO2 to CO and directly
combine it with a methyl group to form an acetyl-CoA moiety. The most studied of these
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ACS/CODH complexes is that of Moorella thermoacetica[18,22]; to date, no ACS/CODH complex has
been directly connected to an electrode.

Ni CODHs are found almost only in anaerobic bacteria/archaea[23] where they play different roles,
such as generation of reducing equivalents for the cell metabolism (NAD(P)H), carbon assimilation
(coupled with the ACS) in the Wood-Ljungdahl pathway [7], respiration on CO/H+ (coupled with a
membrane-bound hydrogenase)[24,25], defence against oxidative stress[24,26], or CO detoxification[27],
and probably other, yet unknown, biological functions[28].

Figure 1: left: overall structure of Ch CODH II, which is representative of all the Ni CODHs that
have been studied so far in electrochemistry; the metallic clusters are represented as spheres[29].
Right: zoom onto the [NiFe4S4] active site (C cluster), represented as sticks along with the direct
ligands. Color code for the inorganic elements: Fe (orange), Ni (green), S (yellow). The “dangling”
iron is indicated as Fed. PDB used: 1SU8[30].

The active site “C cluster” is shown in figure 1 (right). It consists of a [NiFe3S4] moiety arranged in
a slightly distorted cubane connected via one of the S2- ligands to a “dangling” Fe ion (designated
by Fed in figure 1). Three different redox states have been identified by spectroscopic approaches:
a Cox state, which is thought to be an oxidized, inactive state of the enzyme; a Cred1 state, thought
to be the one competent for binding of CO; and a Cred2 state, which is 2-electron more reduced
than Cred1 and is thought to bind CO2

[18]. The current mechanistic propositions all feature Cred1 and
Cred2 as intermediates (and exclude Cox).

In the Cred1 state, a OH- ligand completes the coordination sphere of the dangling iron. Jeoung and
Dobbek could obtain the crystal structure of CO2-bound CODH in the redox conditions which favor
the accumulation of Cred2

[29]. They found that CO2 binds as a µ2η2 ligand, with the C atom
coordinating the Ni ion and one of the O atoms coordinated to the dangling iron. Proposed
mechanisms agree about the fact that CO binds the oxidized Cred1 state[31]; a bond is created
between the C atom and the OH- ligand on the dangling Fe, which leads to the formation of the
CO2-bound state. What happens next is less consensual. Some advocate for the formation of a
“Ni(0)” reduced intermediate after departure of CO2 from the active site[29], while others have
proposed the formation of a nickel hydride species[32]. However, a recent thorough DFT
investigation by Breglia and coworkers questions the latter hypothesis[33].
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Most of the CODHs connected so far to electrodes for PFE studies were simply adsorbed to bare
pyrolytic graphite edge electrodes (Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans CODH I & II,
Desulfovibrio vulgaris CODH, Thermococcus sp. AM4 CODH 1 & 2), with the exceptions of Ch
CODH IV, which required neomycin as co-adsorbant[26], and Rhodospirillum rubrum CODH, which
was immobilized on functionalized carbon nanotubes[34].

Reactivity of CODH with its substrates
One of the simplest experiments to perform with enzymes immobilized on electrodes is to
determine the value of their Michaelis constant (Km). This is easy with gaseous substrates,
because one can take advantage of the spontaneous decrease in substrate concentration over
time due to the exchange of gas between the electrochemical solution and the gas phase above it.
When the cell is fully open, in a glove box for instance, this exchange results in the exponential
decrease over time of the concentration of dissolved gas[35] (see panel a in figure 2). This strategy
allows the exploration of a large range of concentrations in an experiment that consists in a single
injection of substrate-saturated solution to the electrochemical cell. Figure 2 shows two examples
of such experiments: the determination of the Km for CO of Ch CODH IV (panel b), and the
determination of the Km for CO2 of Tc CODH 1 (panel c). In both cases, the injection of the
substrate leads to an instant increase in the magnitude of the current (positive for CO oxidation,
negative for CO2 reduction), followed by a slow decrease, which lasts much longer in the case of
panel b, and then an acceleration of the decrease, finishing with a perfect mono-exponential
decay. Appropriate modelling can be used to determine both the characteristic time of the
departure of the substrate from the solution and the value of Km

[35]. In figure 2, in order to help
comparing the experiments, the time is normalized by τ, the characteristic time of departure of the
gas.The values of Km determined so far by electrochemistry are given in table 1.

Figure 2: chronoamperometric experiments used to determine the Km for CO and CO2 of CO
dehydrogenases. Panel a: evolution of the (normalized) concentration of CO or CO2 over time. The
time is normalized by the characteristic time of departure of CO/CO2 from the solution (τ). Panel b:
response of Ch CODH IV to an injection of a CO-saturated solution. The black curve is the
experimental current, the red dotted curve is the fit, yielding a Km of 48 nM[26]. Conditions: E = -310
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mV vs. SHE, pH 7, T = 25 °C, injected CO: 50 µM. Data reprinted from ref. [26]. Panel c: response
of Tc CODH 1 to an injection of CO2. The black curve is the experimental current, the red dotted
curve is the fit, yielding a Km of 0.42 mM[36]. Conditions: E = -660 mV vs. SHE, pH 6, T = 25 °C, 7
mM CO2 injected. Data reprinted from ref. [36].

Enzyme Km for CO Km for CO2 refs

Ch CODH I 2 µM 7 mM, 8mM [9,37]

Ch CODH II 8 µM 6 mM, 8 mM [36]

Ch CODH IV 20 nM -- 800 nM N/D [26]

Dv CODH 2 µM N/D [38]

Tc CODH 1 0.3 µM 0.42 mM [36]

Tc CODH 2 0.9 µM > 7 mM [36]

Table 1: values of Km for CO and CO2 determined using electrochemistry. The two values given for
the Km for CO2 in the case of Ch CODH I and II correspond to two different potentials[37].

The case of Ch CODH IV also demonstrates a common problem with CO dehydrogenases. These
enzymes are so active that CO oxidation in an electrochemical cell is often mass-transport-limited,
i.e. limited by the rate at which the rotating disc electrode pumps CO towards the electrode.
Determining a reliable value of Km requires taking into account mass-transport limitations[38]. Ch
CODH IV is in fact a "perfect" enzyme[39]: it is so active that the solution-phase catalytic oxidation
of CO is also limited by the diffusion of CO towards the enzyme, over a large range of temperature
(between 25 °C and 70 °C)[26].

Experiments relying on the exponential decrease of the concentration of dissolved gas were also
employed to determine the Km for CO2 for the reductive reaction. With the exception of Tc CODH 1,
for which a value of 0.42 mM could reliably be determined, the Km values for CO2 are very high
(almost 10 mM), and hard to determine precisely. In some cases, like Tc CODH 2, it was only
possible to provide a lower value[36].

Product inhibition can also be probed using similar experiments, injecting first the substrate and
then the product: a decrease in magnitude of the current after the injection of the product is
indicative of product inhibition. To the best of our knowledge, no inhibition of CO oxidation by CO2

was ever observed. However, the reduction of CO2 by CODHs is generally inhibited by the
presence of CO. For Ch CODH I, Wang and coworkers found an inhibition constant of 46 µM or
337 µM depending on the applied potential[40]. We determined inhibition constants of 0.36 µM and
22 µM for Tc CODH 1 and 2, respectively[36].

Inhibition of CODHs by O2

CODHs have a reputation for being “extremely O2-sensitive”, as was written by Can and coworkers
in 2014[18]. However, before 2015, this reputation was based on very little published data. Two
independent studies published in 2015 reported on the inhibition of Ch CODH II[41,42] and Dv
CODH[42] by O2. They both found that CODHs inactivate very quickly upon exposure to O2, but
that, unexpectedly, at least a fraction of the initial activity is recovered after an exposure to very
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reducing conditions. We demonstrated that at least 3 distinct species are produced upon reaction
with O2: a species that reactivates spontaneously upon departure of O2, one that requires
reduction before becoming active again, and a third one that does not reactivate[42]. The inhibition
by O2 of Ch CODH IV[26] and of Tc CODH 1 & 2[36] was also characterized.

Overall, a large variety of different behaviors was observed. The bimolecular rate constant with O2

ranges from 0.15 s-1µM-1 in the case of Tc CODH 1[36], to more than 10 s-1µM-1 for Ch CODH II[42].
Most of the CODHs studied so far reactivate upon reduction, but only to a small extent (around 20
% of the initial activity), with the exception of Ch CODH IV, which does not reactivate at all but is
relatively resistant to O2

[26], and Dv CODH which fully reactivates upon reduction after exposure to
up to 10 % of atmospheric O2 for 30 s[42]. The molecular nature of the various species formed upon
reaction with O2 have not been fully elucidated yet; however, we proposed that the inactive species
that is reductively reactivated could be a form of the active site in which the nickel and dangling
iron have changed position and coordination[21].

Dv CODH is in fact so resistant to O2 that it is possible to purify the enzyme aerobically[43] (with
only a 70 % loss of specific activity); this feature is apparently related to the nature of the D cluster
of Dv CODH. This cluster is a [2Fe2S] cluster unlike in the other characterized CODHs, which
have a [4Fe4S] cluster. Replacement of the [2Fe2S] cluster with a [4Fe4S] in Dv CODH led to a
drastically decreased activity after aerobic purification, but almost no change in the anaerobic
purified enzyme[43].

Other inhibitors
Inhibition of CODHs by CN-, NCO-, S2-[40], and N2O[41] was also studied by electrochemistry. CN-

inhibits both CO oxidation and CO2 reduction, but only at high enough potentials; this was
interpreted to mean that CN- binds to the Cred1 state of the active site[40]. NCO- inhibits the reduction
of CO2 at low potentials and has no influence on the oxidation of CO; this was interpreted to mean
that it binds to the Cred2 redox state of the active site. S2- inhibits the oxidation of CO, but only at
very high potentials, and displays a very complicated behaviour, with slow inhibition and rates of
inhibition/reactivation apparently strongly dependent on potential. Last, N2O, a slow alternative
substrate that can be reduced by the CODH, was found to inhibit very slightly CO oxidation at low
potentials[41]. Oxidative conditions themselves inhibit the enzymes, as could be observed from
cyclic voltammograms with a strong hysteresis recorded with Ch CODH I[9] and also Dv CODH[44],
which are reminiscent of what was observed in the case of NiFe hydrogenases[45,46]. These
voltammograms are indicative of the formation of oxidized, inactive species at high potentials,
which was assigned to Cox

[9], but the inactivation process has not been studied in detail so far.

Formate dehydrogenases
Formate dehydrogenases (FDH) are enzymes that catalyze the oxidation of formate to CO2. Two
unrelated classes of enzymes correspond to this definition. The first consists in the so-called
“metal-free” or “NADH-dependent” formate dehydrogenases, which do not contain metallic centers
and catalyze the transfer of a hydride from formate to NAD+ or NADP+[47]. They are not known to
catalyze the reduction of CO2.

The other class of formate dehydrogenases belongs to the superfamily of molybdenum
enzymes[48], and in particular to the Mo/W bis-PGD (pyranopterin guanosine dinucleotide)
subfamily, which are omnipresent in bacteria and archaea and are involved in various cellular
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functions, including nitrogen cycling, respiration, and carbon assimilation[49,50]. Enzymes from the
Mo/W bis-PGD family are characterized by an active site featuring a Mo or W ion that is
coordinated by two dithiolene ligands coming from pyranopterins (molybdopterins), and most often
by a proteic ligand. They catalyze mostly 2-electron redox reactions like transfers of oxygen atoms
or sulfur[49]. In the case of the FDH, in addition to the dithiolene ligands, the coordination sphere of
the metal is completed by either a cysteine or a selenocysteine, and an inorganic sulfide that is
necessary for the activity[51,52]. FDHs widely differ in terms of the other cofactors present in the
structure. Ec FdhF contains a single [4Fe4S] cluster[53], Dv FdhAB contains a [4Fe4S] cofactor in
the catalytic subunit (in green in figure 3) and three other [4Fe4S] clusters in the B subunit (in
cyan). Syntrophobacter fumaroxidans (Sf) FDH is thought to contain a total of 9 FeS clusters[8].

Figure 3: left: overall structure of FdhAB from Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough, which features
a W active site (PDB: 6SDR)[54]. Right: zoom into the active site, showing the W ion (in light blue),
coordinated by two dithiolene ligands from the molydbopterins, the SeCys residue and an
inorganic sulfide. Color code: Fe (dark orange), S (yellow), Se (light orange), W (blue).

Considering that many of the other enzymes from the Mo/W bis-PGD family catalyze O atom
transfers, it is natural to wonder about the nature of the substrate of the reduction reaction: does
the FDH work by adding a hydride to CO2 or by removing an O atom from HCO3

-? Khangulov and
coworkers showed that, over a short time, the oxidation of 16O-formate in 18O-enriched water only
gives 16O-CO2, which suggests that CO2 (rather than HCO3

-) is the product[55]. However, this
method for determining the nature of the substrate is prone to artifacts if the water contained in the
enzyme does not exchange quickly[56]. A strong evidence that CO2 is indeed the substrate came
from recent electrochemical experiments that took advantage of the relatively slow equilibration
time between CO2 and HCO3

- (about 20 s at pH 7 and 25 °C): for a short time after the injection of
either CO2 or HCO3

- (freshly prepared), only the injected species is present in solution. Injection of
CO2 led to the immediate appearance of a reduction current, in contrast to an injection of HCO3

-,
showing unambiguously that CO2 is the substrate for the reduction reaction[57].
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The puzzling discovery that a sulfide ligand in the coordination sphere of the Mo/W is required for
catalysis[51,52] raised important questions about the catalytic mechanism. The Mo/W ion has 6
ligands, which are all S atoms; since a 7-coordinated Mo/W intermediate seems unlikely, how does
formate/CO2 bind to the active site ? Several mechanisms have been proposed[58], which consider
either the complete decoordination of the selenocysteine ligand during the catalytic cycle[59], the
so-called “sulfur shift” mechanism by which the selenocysteine ligand moves from the first to the
second coordination sphere via the formation of a Se-S bond to the active site sulfide[60], or, more
recently, the possibility that formate/CO2 does not coordinate directly the metal but exchanges a
hydride with the sulfide ligand[61,62]. The question is still open, but the recent determination of the
structure of a reduced enzyme which features coordination of the SeCys-bound suggests that the
full decoordination of SeCys during the catalytic cycle is unlikely[54].

Catalytic and non-catalytic responses
To date, four FDHs have been successfully connected to electrodes. Unlike many CODHs, which
could be immobilized on bare pyrolytic graphite edge (PGE) electrodes, FDHs required more
sophisticated immobilization approaches, such as graphite-epoxy electrodes for E. coli (Ec)
FdhF[63], carbon nanotubes-covered graphite electrodes for C. necator FDH[63,64], ITO, TiO2 or
polymyxin-covered PGE electrodes for D. vulgaris (Dv) FdhAB[57,65]. Only S. fumaroxidans (Sf)
FDH could successfully be connected to bare PGE electrodes[8].

Bidirectional voltammograms were recorded for the FDHs from Dv, Sf and Ec. Figure 4 shows
voltammograms obtained for the three enzymes under similar conditions. Although it is not
possible to quantitatively compare the voltammograms, since the pH and the formate/CO2

concentrations are slightly different, it is nonetheless striking that all the three enzymes have a
catalytic bias[66] close to unity in this potential range. They are reversible[10] in the sense that a
slight deviation from the equilibrium potential yields a significant current, maybe less so for Dv
FDH (red trace in figure 4).

Figure 4: cyclic voltammograms obtained with the FDHs from Dv (100 mM CO2/NaHCO3, 50 mM
KCl, 20 mM formate, 1 atm CO2, pH 6.5, 25 °C, data replotted from [65]), Ec (10 mM CO2, 10 mM
formate, pH 6.8, 23 °C, data replotted from [63]), and Sf (10 mM CO2, 10 mM formate, pH 6.3, 37
°C, data replotted from [8]). The forward and backward scans were averaged in an attempt to
remove most of the background current.

Walker and coworkers reported the only non-catalytic signals of FDH obtained so far with the FDH
from Cupriavidus necator (formerly Ralstonia eutropha). By using a truncated form of the enzyme
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and the possibility to produce an enzyme devoid of Mo, they could determine the reduction
potential of the FeS cluster proximal to the Mo active site (at around -410 mV) and a 1-electron
reduction potential attributed to the Mo VI/V transition (around -265 mV). The non-truncated form
of this enzyme also shows catalytic oxidation of formate on the electrode, but CO2 reduction was
not observed.

Reversible catalytic voltammograms such as those of figure 4 cross the y=0 line at the Nernst
potential of the CO2/HCOOH redox couple. Reda and Hirst took advantage of this feature to
determine the CO2/HCOOH reduction potential between pH 4 and 7, and helped resolve a
controversy about the actual value of the standard potential of the CO2/HCOOH couple[8].

Reductive activation
Reductive activations are commonly observed in the enzymes of the Mo/W bis-PGD family, like
DMSO reductases[67], periplasmic nitrate reductases[68,69], and respiratory nitrate reductases[70,71]. It
was also reported that several formate dehydrogenases activate upon reduction. In the case of Dv
FdhAB, it is not possible to form an active film without a preliminary reductive activation in the
presence of DTT[65], or DTT and dithionite[57]. In the case of Ec FdhF, Robinson and coworkers
could observe an activation process in voltammograms, in which the formate oxidation current was
only present after a scan at low potentials[72]. A reduction step is also required for the Mo-FDH
from D. vulgaris to become active in solution assays[61].

The chemical nature of the activation process is yet unknown. Robinson and coworkers, on the
basis of voltammograms of Ec FdhF, argued that the reductive activation is the decoordination of
the SeCys from the active site metallic ion, to leave a free coordination site to which formate could
bind[72]. However, this interpretation seems to contradict the more recent results of Oliveira and
coworkers, who could resolve the crystal structure of the reduced enzyme, in which the SeCys is
unambiguously coordinated to the W ion[54]. Perhaps the activation process is similar to the
reductive activation in NapAB, the periplasmic nitrate reductase, for which it was proposed that the
activation corresponds to a chemical modification of one of the molybdopterin ligands, possibly a
ring closure/reduction[69]; detailed kinetic studies may help understanding the process in the
future[73].

Kinetic studies
Robinson and coworkers used electrochemistry to study the response of Ec FdhF to a number of
inhibitors, namely N3

-, OCN-, SCN-, NO3
- and NO2

-[72]. They used chronoamperometry to
systematically measure the fraction of inhibited enzymes for a range of inhibitor concentration, at
different potentials and for different substrate concentrations, in both directions (formate oxidation
and CO2 reduction). They used a global fit approach to reproduce all their experimental data
simultaneously, using a model allowing the binding of the inhibitors on any of the redox states of
the active site: Mo(IV), Mo(V) and Mo(VI). The modeling yielded values of potentials for the redox
couples of the active site, and the inhibition constants for each redox state. They found values of
-365 mV for Mo(VI)/Mo(V), which is about 100 mV lower than what Walker and coworkers
attributed to the Mo(VI)/Mo(V) transition in Cupriavidus necator FDH[64], and -656 mV for
Mo(V)/Mo(IV). All the inhibitors only coordinated significantly to the Mo(VI) state (with affinities of
about 2 µM for N3

- and in the 50 to 100 µM range for the others), with the notable exception of
NO2

-, which has very high affinity (sub micromolar) for Mo(V) and Mo(IV)[72].
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In a second step, Robinson and coworkers extended their modeling in another work, in which they
did not use inhibitors but focused on the oxidation of formate, using a combination of stopped-flow
kinetics, traditional solution assays and electrochemistry, also performing experiments with
D-labeled formate. They used a global fitting approach to reproduce their data; they concluded that
the formate binding steps and its “chemical processing” are strongly coupled[74].

Use of CO2-reducing enzymes in biotechnological
applications

The use of CO2-reducing enzymes in biotechnological devices predates their study using
electrochemistry. In the last few decades, CO2-reducing enzymes have been studied to find
potential applications for CO2 capture or to provide valuable carbon-based compounds which are
only available from fossil fuels[6,75–79]. CODHs and FDHs have been used in different kinds of
devices: coupled with photosensitizers to catalyze the photoreduction of CO2; coupled with a
hydrogenase to catalyze the interconversion between formate and hydrogen or the water-gas shift
reaction; or simply incorporated into electrodes for catalyzing the reduction of CO2 or the oxidation
of CO or formate.

Photoreduction of CO2

One of the main objectives of the research on CO2 reduction is artificial photosynthesis, with the
goal of reproducing natural photosynthesis by using only light as energy source and water as
source of electrons to reduce CO2. As neither CODH nor FDH are photosensitive (or even part of a
photosynthetic carbon assimilation pathway[2]), this can only be achieved by using other
components able to catalyse photoinduced charge separation, like natural photosystems,
semi-conducting electrodes or synthetic photosensitizers.

The first example of photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction catalyzed by an enzyme dates back to
1984, when Parkinson and Weaver combined a semiconductor photoelectrode (p-type indium
phosphide) with the FDH from Pseudomonas oxalaticus (most probably a Mo-containing formate
dehydrogenase[48,80]) to catalyze the two-electron reduction of CO2 to formic acid[81]. This system
employed methyl viologen (MV) as a redox mediator, and produced faradaic efficiencies between
80-93 % for the synthesis of formate.

Figure 5 schematic view of the tandem cell used by Sokol and coworkers[82] to catalyze the
photooxidation of water to O2 at an anode incorporating photosystem II from
Thermosynechococcus elongatus (left) coupled to the reduction of CO2 to formate at a cathode
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based on D. vulgaris FdhAB (right). Figure reproduced from [82] (Copyright © 2018 ACS, used with
permission).

Perhaps the most emblematic work to date on the photoreduction of CO2 is that from Sokol and
coworkers, who coupled a previously developed[83] dye-photosensitized photosystem II-based
photoanode capable of catalyzing the oxidation of water to O2 to a hierarchically structured inverse
opal TiO2 cathode functionalized with Dv FdhAB (figure 5). This system performs the light-driven
CO2 conversion to formate using water as an electron donor, with a faradaic efficiency close to 80
%[82]. The FDH-functionalized cathode exhibited a good stability, retaining approximately 83 % of
the initial activity after 2 h. The same team reported the coupling of Dv FdhAB to mesoporous
metal-oxide electrodes (ITO and TiO2) for the electrocatalytic CO2 reduction, and to dye-sensitized
TiO2 for the visible-light-driven CO2 reduction[65]. In this other work, they used either ruthenium
tris-2,2’-bipyridine complex (RuP) or diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) as photosensitizers to inject
electrons into the conduction band of TiO2 and drive the catalytic CO2 reduction. The system
achieved stable formate production for about 6 h, and approximately 36 % FDH remained active
after 24 h of continuous photocatalysis.

Kuk and coworkers coupled the FDH from Clostridium carboxydovorans with an aldehyde
dehydrogenase and an alcohol dehydrogenase in a tandem photoelectrochemical cell using a
hematite-based photoanode and a bismuth ferrite-based photocathode. The photoelectrodes
catalyzed photoreduction of NAD+ to NADH coupled to the oxidation of water. When used with the
three enzymes, and applying an external voltage of 0.8 V, the authors were able to photogenerate
methanol, with a 32 % faradaic efficiency[84].

CODHs were also used in photoelectrochemical devices for the reduction of CO2 in several articles
by Woolerton and coworkers. In a first example, the authors immobilized Carboxydothermus
hydrogenoformans CODH I to TiO2 nanoparticles functionalized with a Ru-bipyridine complex to
catalyze the photoreduction of CO2 to CO[85,86]. The system showed a turnover rate for the CODH
of ∼530 h−1, however the CO production rate fell to 25 % of its initial value after 4 h. Among several
factors that were tested, the overall activity of the system improved only by increasing the amount
of the anatase/rutile TiO2 (P25) nanoparticles from 1 to 5 mg, and by using EDTA as the sacrificial
electron donor to regenerate the photosensitizer. A second work reported on a similar device with
the same Ch CODH I, but this time immobilized on TiO2 nanoparticles coated with silver
nanoclusters stabilized by polymethacrylic acid (AgNCs-PMAA)[87]. The AgNCs-PMAA coating
greatly enhanced the activity of the TiO2/CODH electrode for CO2 photoreduction, which was
stable over several hours and for at least 250 000 turnovers of the enzyme’s active site (a turnover
frequency of 20 s−1 was determined under visible-light irradiation). The same group later
demonstrated that connecting Ch CODH I to carefully chosen semi-conducting electrodes can
significantly alter the bias, to the point of almost suppressing the oxidation of CO[88]. The authors
argued that slowing down the oxidation of CO may be desirable in the context of artificial
photosynthesis, where the purpose is to accumulate the reduction product and prevent back
reactions[88]. This article did not actually feature photoreduction of CO2.

Amao and coworkers also reported on photochemical devices for the production of formate. In a
first article, the authors investigated the metal-free FDH from Saccharomyces cerevisiae
immobilized onto viologen-functionalized ITO electrodes for the light-driven production of
formate[89]. The same strategy to co-immobilize FDH and viologen onto an optically transparent
conductive glass electrode (tin oxide) was used to construct the cathode of a visible-light
photo-biofuel cell working with CO2 and glucose[90]. The biocatalyst of the anode was glucose
dehydrogenase with NAD+, and the open-circuit photovoltage of the cell was 390 mV, with an
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estimated maximum power of 57 µW cm−2. More recently, the same group designed a new visible
light-driven biofuel cell with the same type of FDH/viologen cathode (employing the metal-free
FDH from Candida boidinii) and a nanocrystalline TiO2 photoanode covered with the thylakoid
membrane of microalgae Spirulina platensis (containing photosystems I and II, and redox
proteins)[91]. Using a CO2-saturated buffer solution as electrolyte, the solar cell produced formate
and oxygen stoichiometrically while generating electricity.

Coupling CO2 reduction with the oxidation of H2 or other electron
sources

Except for the solar cells described above, there is only one example in the literature of a
CO2-reducing fully enzymatic fuel cell, capable of generating formate without any external power
supply. Such a biofuel cell was constituted of a biocathode with W-containing FDH from M.
extorquens co-adsorbed on a gas-diffusion electrode with benzyl viologen as the redox mediator,
and a bioanode with the NiFe hydrogenase from D. vulgaris Miyazaki adsorbed on a second
gas-diffusion electrode functionalized with p-phenylenediamine in order to perform H2 oxidation
under conditions of direct electron transfer[92]. The gas-diffusion system allowed the supply of both
gaseous substrates (H2 and CO2) at high rates, however the faradaic efficiency for formate
production was relatively low (around 20 %), which was attributed to the competing reduction of O2

present in the gas supply at the CO2-reducing cathode.

Another example of a system coupling FDH and hydrogenase is the semi-artificial formate
hydrogenlyase (FHL) complex reported by Sokol and coworkers[93]. This complex, naturally present
in E. coli, couples in vivo the oxidation of formate to the production of H2 under conditions of
fermentative growth[94,95]. In an effort to mimic the functionality of the FHL complex, the FDH and
NiFe hydrogenase from D. vulgaris Hildenborough were wired to macro-mesoporous inverse opal
ITO electrodes, retaining a good activity for 24 h, with faradaic efficiencies for formate and H2

production of 76 and 77 %, respectively.

Figure 6: schematic representation of the graphite platelets used by Lazarus and coworkers to
catalyze the water-gas shift reaction. CO is oxidized to CO2 by the CODH on the left, and the
electrons generated are transferred via the graphite to the hydrogenase on the right, which
produces H2. Figure reproduced from [96] (Copyright © 2009 ACS, used with permission).

CODHs were also coupled with hydrogenases in order to catalyze the water-gas shift (WGS)
reaction, an industrially important process for converting CO into H2:

CO2 + H2⇔ CO + H2O

This reaction requires high temperatures catalysis in current industrial processes (in excess of 500
K). Lazarus and coworkers reported a system in which two NiFe enzymes (Ch CODH I and the
hydrogenase Hyd-2 from E. coli) were co-immobilized on a conducting graphite platelet, which
acts as an electron mediator between the enzymes (figure 6). Despite a moderate driving force for
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the WGS reaction, this catalytic system showed high rates at low temperatures, comparable to
those of synthetic catalysts at high temperatures[96]. The simultaneous H2 production / CO
consumption was shown to continuously occur in an experiment lasting over 55 h, and the system
was stable for at least 14 days when stored anaerobically at 4 °C.

Another example of a multi-enzymatic system catalyzing the reduction of CO2 is the heterodisulfide
reductase supercomplex from the methanogenic archaeon Methanococcus maripaludis, which
was adsorbed to graphite electrodes. This complex is composed of a heterodisulfide reductase, a
formate dehydrogenase, and a NiFe hydrogenase. It was immobilized by adsorption onto graphite
bar electrodes, and was shown to continuously catalyze the reduction of CO2 to formate with a
faradaic efficiency around 90 % for extended periods of time (6 days) with moderate loss of
activity[97]. In this study, the purification of the FDH from the complex was not required for the
reduction of CO2, which simplifies the electrode preparation procedure.

The FDH from Methanococcus maripaludis was also employed in another system that coupled the
oxidation of dilute organic compounds (like in wastewater) in a microbial battery to the enzymatic
reduction of CO2 or protons[98]. The originality of that work was to use solid-state electrodes based
on prussian blue both as cathodes for the microbial battery and as anodes for the enzymatic
generation of reduced compounds, swapping them to regenerate them. The driving force for the
enzymatic reduction is provided by the electromotive force generated by the microbial battery.

Electrodes for CO2 reduction

In the last section of this part, we focus on studies connecting or improving the connection of
CO2-reducing enzymes to electrodes. Two strategies are employed for wiring the enzymes to
electrodes: using mediators, redox moieties that can shuttle electrons between the electrode and
the redox enzyme, or immobilizing the enzymes on the electrode in a configuration where the
electron transfer is direct.

Mediated electron transfer

In the case of mediated electron transfer (MET), the match between the potential of the mediator
and that of the reaction is an important factor for the efficiency of the intermolecular electron
transfer. However, as was recently shown by the observation of reversible catalysis in the case of
mediated electron transfer[99], and contrary to what is commonly accepted, a favorable driving force
for the electron transfer is not strictly required, because the requirements for efficient electron
mediation are purely kinetic: the electrons only have to be transferred fast enough in the direction
of the catalysis[99]. This requirement naturally prevents the use of mediators whose potentials are
too far off, unless they exchange electrons with the enzyme at an exceptionally high rate.

The mediators used for CO2-reducing enzymes have either been used directly in solution or
attached to side chains of polymer to form redox hydrogels. The most widely used redox mediators
are viologen derivatives, such as methyl viologen (MV, with E0’ = −0.45 V vs. SHE) and benzyl
viologen (BV, with E0’ = −0.37 V vs. SHE)[100]. In particular, MV has been employed in many studies
as a mediator for CO2 electroreduction catalyzed by FDH[81,89–91] and CODH[101], since its reduction
potential (independent of pH) is comparable to that of the CO2/HCOO− couple (E0’ = −0.43 V vs.
SHE at pH 7[102]), and hardly higher than that of the CO2/CO couple (E0’ = −0.53 V vs. SHE at pH
7).
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Shin and coworkers were the first to report mediated electrochemistry of a CODH, the ACS/CODH
from Moorella thermoacetica. They used MV and a glassy carbon electrode to catalyze the
reduction of CO2 to CO at -0.57 V vs. SHE, with a faradaic efficiency close to 100 %[101].

Sakai and coworkers published a comprehensive study including several redox mediators suitable
for CO2 reduction and formate oxidation catalyzed by FDH[103]. The authors studied the mediated
electrochemistry in solution of the W-containing formate dehydrogenase from Methylobacterium
extorquens with 12 different mediators for formate oxidation (including its natural electron acceptor
NAD+) and 3 different mediators for CO2 reduction. They concluded that the best mediator for
formate oxidation was 9,10-phenanthrenequinone, and the best one for CO2 reduction was MV.
The latter was in fact used both for formate oxidation and for the reduction of  CO2 in the same
system but at different pHs[104]. In another study, they reported the construction of a gas-diffusion
biocathode for CO2 reduction using the same enzyme as catalyst, with freely diffusing
1,1’-trimethylene-2,2’-bipyridinium dibromide (TQ) as electron mediator[105]. TQ (E0’ = −0.54 V vs.
SHE) has a lower reduction potential than MV and is better suited for CO2 reduction to formate at
pH 7.

Although this is not strictly speaking an electrochemical device, Reginald and coworkers very
recently demonstrated a CO sensor based on the MoCu CODH. The principle of the device is to
use CODH to oxidize CO to CO2, employing methylene blue as a sacrificial electron acceptor, and
rely on a newly designed CO2 sensor to detect the product of the reaction[106].

Direct electron transfer

Alvarez-Malmagro and coworkers also recently showed efficient CO2 electroreduction by using Dv
FdhAB covalently immobilized on low-density graphite (LDG) electrodes, with MV as a
mediator[107]. Interestingly, the enzyme worked also in direct electron transfer (DET) since the
electrodes were modified with amino groups, suitable for the covalent attachment of FDH with an
orientation favorable for DET (most exposed [4Fe4S] cluster facing the electrode surface).
Formate oxidation was also shown, with current densities higher than those of CO2 reduction, both
for DET and MET (with BV as a mediator in the latter case), with the enzyme immobilized on either
gold or LDG electrodes.

The immobilization of CODH on electrodes under conditions of direct electron transfer was also
optimized, with the recent report of the immobilization of a recombinant CODH from
Rhodospirillum rubrum on multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) electrodes modified with
1-pyrenebutyric acid adamantyl amide, a promoter that favors immobilization of metalloenzymes
on carbon nanotubes[34]. The authors could obtain current densities of 0.35 mA cm−2 at −0.3 V vs.
SHE for the oxidation of CO and 2.9 mA cm−2 at −0.75 V vs. SHE for the reduction of CO2. When
the CODH/MWCNT film was used on a gas-diffusion electrode, thus circumventing gas substrate
solubility and diffusion issues, the current density reached values of 1.5 mA cm-2 at −0.38 V for CO
oxidation, and 4.2 mA cm−2 at −0.8 V for CO2 reduction. The greater increase in current for the CO
oxidation is presumably due to the fact that the diffusion of CO in solution is more rate limiting than
the diffusion of CO2, in line with the far greater solubility of CO2 in water.
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Incorporation into redox hydrogels

The incorporation of redox enzymes into redox hydrogels has raised significant interest over the
past decades. The benefits are numerous, since the incorporation increases the loading of
enzyme on the electrode, ensures electrical connection as in a standard mediated
electrochemistry in solution, while preventing enzyme leaching to the electrolyte[108–110]. This
approach has gained in generality when it was demonstrated that they can protect O2-sensitive
enzymes like hydrogenases against inactivation by O2, under oxidation catalysis[111–113]; the use of
redox hydrogels for reductive catalysis is also steadily developing[99,114].

Figure 7: cobaltocene-based redox film incorporating E. coli FDH for the reduction of CO2. Left:
scheme of the device, showing the electron transfer from the electrode to the FDH mediated by
hopping across the immobilized cobaltocene moieties. Right: cyclic voltammograms showing the
reduction of CO2. Data reproduced from [115] with permission.

Yuan and coworkers recently demonstrated the successful inclusion of Ec FDH into a low-potential
cobaltocene (Cc)-based redox hydrogel for the production of formate[115] (figure 7). The reduction
potential of the polymer (a Cc-functionalized poly(allylamine)) was determined at −0.576 V vs.
SHE, way more negative than that of the couple CO2/HCOO−, being the
refore suitable to mediate electron transfer for CO2 reduction catalyzed by the Mo-FDH. Bulk
electrolysis analysis determined a faradaic efficiency of 99 % for formate production, and the
bioelectrode retained about 65 % of its initial activity after 12 h of continuous operation. Another
conductive polymer widely used with redox enzymes is the polyaniline (PANi) hydrogel, which has
been employed also to immobilize the W-containing FDH from Clostridium ljungdahlii onto a
bioelectrode for CO2 reduction[116]. This system could also successfully convert CO2 to formate
during 12 h of reaction, with a faradaic efficiency of about 93 %. Finally, in a very recent example,
the above-mentioned D. vulgaris Hildenborough FDH was immobilized on carbon cloth using a
viologen-functionalized polymer (with E0’ = −0.39 V vs. SHE) to construct a CO2-reducing
gas-diffusion biocathode[117]. By modifying the microporous side of the carbon cloth with the
polymer/FDH film, the electrode showed high non-catalytic and catalytic currents, with a stable
current output for CO2 reduction over 45 h, preserving approximately 80 % of its initial activity.

Summary and outlook
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CO dehydrogenases and formate dehydrogenases are the only enzymes that directly reduce CO2,
hence their interest either as source of inspiration, or as catalyst in biotechnological devices. The
number of works in which either of this enzyme was connected to electrodes have grown steadily
since the first studies in the mid-2000. These studies have brought significant breakthroughs, like
the development of highly efficient systems for the reduction of CO2, and significant advances in
the understanding of the catalytic mechanisms of both CODH and FDH. It is our opinion that this is
only the beginning, and that the forthcoming years will bring their share of high quality studies of
the catalytic mechanism of FDH or CODH using electrochemistry, and original and more efficient
devices for the reduction of CO2.
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Graphical abstract

Only two enzymes are able to directly reduce CO2: the metalloenzymes formate dehydrogenase,
which produces formate, and CO dehydrogenase, which produces carbon monoxide. We review
the studies in which these enzymes were connected to electrodes, either for applicative purposes
or to learn about their catalytic mechanism.


